PROCESS FOR RECEIVING YOUR BIRTHRIGHT OF
UNLIMITED ABUNDANCE IN PHYSICAL FORM
Malachi Through Katherine Torres, Ph.D.D.D.
For Barbara “Marrianna” Zimmermann
Can you assist me in opening the bottom of my feet and switching on the crystals and
their receptive abilities so I can receive my birthright of abundance in my physical form?
“Alright, Beautiful One, we are going to give you a process right here, right now. Then
we are going to tell you to repeat it again when you are in the beautiful sanctuary of your
home. When you are in the sanctuary of your home we want you to use a double terminated
clear quartz crystal on your feet. Put both your feet on top of the crystal. Now in this very
moment without the crystals we can still help you to open the vibrations at your feet.”

Process
“Now, again it is very easy, you have heard of us speak of it before. Capture your mind,
your thinking and desire to make such vibrational opening of your feet. We will remind you,
what is being spoken here, is opening the chakras of the feet. Let your mind and your feeling
nature center in your feet. Know the chakra points of the feet are where the nails were
placed in the body of Jesus. You understand?”
Oh yes that makes tears come!
“Now let your mind, let your feelings, rest upon these points on your feet. Feel them as
open circuits, portals you can call them from the very top of the foot to the bottom of your
foot. Feel those vibration centers open now. Let your mind feel the energy of these vortexes,
these beautiful portals extend your energy again into the iron core crystal of your earth. As
you do, feel yourself blending each foot unto a crystal vibration in the iron core. Remind
yourself that these crystals are the exciting vibration, vacillating vibration, oscillating
vibration, of the Great One, the I AM. As you let yourself feel the oscillating let yourself feel
your feet, your chakras of your feet oscillating to the same rhythm . . . . pause. Now Beautiful
One, notice how your own human feet feel.”
My whole body is different!
“Indeed! You are allowing these sacred chakras to vibrate and align you and to innerconnect you and then you feel your Holiness.”

Oh Malachi Thank You!
“Indeed you will practice that again and again until it is automatic.”
I will, Thank you so much!
“Indeed.”
While you were sharing with me I was wondering if there is a similar process for the
hands.
“Indeed, do you not already feel the pulsing of the hands?”
Yes I do!
“Indeed, indeed.”
So that is also activated and does that connect to the earth or to the heavens?
“It connects you to the Sacred Heart. Now Beautiful One, in the Sacred Heart
vibrational alignment, you can find it at your own heart center to the left of the heart. With
that then it extends upwards into the higher dimensions. Then it connects you with the Christ
Consciousness, not simply the man Jesus ‘ Sacrificing Energy but all can feel it. It connects you
to that higher nature, and then you allow it to flow from above to the heart, to the hands,
below through the lower body, the feet extending into the iron core of earth.”
What a tremendous gift you have given me!
“Now, Beautiful One, continue to feel yourself as you breathe in and you breathe out.
That you are drawing up and you are drawing down and you create a cycle of energy through
you and extending from you. For when the chakras of the hands are open they are Healing
Hands!”
Oh, that is wonderful. I am so thankful, Malachi!
“Indeed.”

